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Decluttering Guidelines 

Clarify Your Vision and Your Intentions 
Take time to meditate or journal about your intentions for your space. If it helps you 
to discuss your vision with someone, do so. 

Set Time Goals 
Decide on how much time you have to work and set your timer. The first time we 
suggest setting aside a minimum of one hour (an hour and half or two hours would be 
even better). As you become more comfortable with the process, you will be able to 
make progress in shorter blocks of time. 

Allow 10-15 minutes to “tidy up.”  
If you have 1 hour to declutter, set your timer for 45 minutes. 

Create Conditions For Success: 
Unplug or turn off phones & use your voicemail! 
Ignore alerts on your computer, phone and other devices to avoid being distracted.  
 
Devote yourself to being fully present to the task at hand to increase the odds of 
success. When you experience success, you will be excited to try this activity again! 

Prepare yourself and your environment 
• Change into comfortable clothing. 
• Have something nourishing to eat. 
• Bring a large glass of water: This is thirsty work! 

Other options (choose those that appeal to you!) 
• Open windows if possible, or turn on a fan to allow the air and energy to move. 
• Put on music that you enjoy 
• Light a candle or incense to create a feeling that this is a special time. 
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Gather Your Tools 
• A timer 
• Your calendar or planner 
• Something on which to record observations: paper and pencil, audio recorder, 

mobile device, a special notebook or binder in which to collect thoughts, plans 
and visions. Whatever works for you is fine. Just keep it simple.  

• Trashcan or trash bag 
• Recycling containers 

 Bags or boxes labeled as follows 

• Put Away/Transit 
• Give Away 
• Undecided – items that are slowing down the process – keep to a minimum 
• Projects/To repair 

Decluttering Principles 
·  Keep items that represent you as you are today and support your current visions. 
 
·  Release things representing your past/parts of your identity that you wish to shed.  

·  Save things that bring you joy and make you smile. 

·  Release things that make you feel sad, guilty, or unhappy with yourself or others. 

As you apply these principles, make note of:  

• Feelings that surface and how you choose to deal with them. 
• Excuses/areas of resistance that come up and how you choose to deal with them. 

Wrap up your session 
1. Make note of where you ended today and your next action steps for this project.  

2. Identify a time for your next session and put it on your calendar.  

3. Celebrate! 


